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ABSTRACT 
Many multivariate statistical procedures, such as principal component, canonical 
correlation, correspondence, and discriminant analysis, are based on the solution of a 
certain matrix approximation problem, one of the most important being the reduced- 
rank approximation. Its solution hinges on the singular value or the eigendecomposi- 
tion of a certain matrix. Therefore, numerical techniques to determine igenvalues 
and eigenvectors play an important role in these statistical applications. Furthermore, 
various modifications, generalizations, or refinements of the classical methods lead to 
some sort of nonlinear eigenproblem with no immediate unique solution. However, 
the nonlinear eigenvector approach as proved to be quite effective in solving these 
types of constrained optimization problems in diverse fields of multivariate data 
analysis. Since a general analysis of the properties and performance of the nonlinear 
eigenvector algorithm seems to be long overdue, this paper collects the common 
features in the applications mentioned above and gives an overview from a superior 
perspective. It unifies the treatment by contrasting the nonlinear eigenveetor algo- 
rithm with the well-known inverse iteration, iteratively reweighted least squares, and 
majorization algorithms; extracts the mathematical tools--basically from convex analy- 
sis and matrix algebra--needed for the convergence proofs; and discusses conver- 
gence properties. © 1997 Elsevier Science Inc. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 
RENATE MEYER 
As has been pointed out e.g. by Rao and Styan [25], (1976), Rao [24] 
(1979), and Higham [12] (1989), many multivariate statistical methods are 
based on a certain matrix approximation problem, more precisely the approxi- 
marion of a given n × k matrix A with real entries by another matrix A from 
a certain subclass ~( with respect o some real-valued loss function ~b: 
4~(A- /k)  = inf $ (A -B) .  
B~-M 
(1.1) 
The loss function (the approximation criterion th under consideration) is 
usually the Frobenius norm, i.e. the norm induced by the inner product 
(A, B) = tr(/~B) on the Hilbert space of n X k matrices. A list of examples 
comprises 
(1) the multivariate linear model, where the maximum-likelihood or 
least-squares timation amounts to approximating the matrix of observations 
by a matrix from the column space of the design matrix, 
(2) principal components, canonical correlation, correspondence, and 
discriminant analysis, where the subclass 3/r is the set of of n x k matrices of 
some lower rank r, 
(3) factor analysis, where a correlation matrix is to be approximated by 
the sum of a positive definite matrix of specified rank and a diagonal matrix 
with nonnegative ntries, and 
(4) multidimensional scaling (MDS), as discussed in more detail in 
Section 2. 
The very form of the problem (1.1) already indicates the relevance of both 
matrix algebra nd methods from convex analysis for its solution--certainly 
depending heavily on the characteristics of the subclass o,T as well as on the 
chosen approximation criterion th. Whereas for some problems, as in the first 
two examples above, a unique and global minimum may exist--which may 
even be universally optimal for a whole class of approximation criteria as e.g. 
in classical MDS; see Mathar and Meyer [15], (1993)--a unique solution does 
not exist for many other problems, and if it exists, it may not be readily 
available in closed form. Finding a local or global minimum often relies on 
the application of iterative numerical procedures. Of course, general all-pur- 
pose programming methods for function minimization may be used, though 
by taking the special structure of the problem into account and by combining 
concepts from matrix algebra and convex optimization theory, one might 
devise more efficient algorithms in this specific context. 
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In multivariate analysis, a common problem is the calculation of the 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a generalized eigenproblem 
Ax = ABx (1.2) 
or of the matrix pencil (A, B) for a symmetric matrix A and a positive 
semidefir]ite matrix B (c.f. Seber [28, 10.1.4] (1985)). Also, in many other 
branches of science, as e.g. in physics when minimizing the ratio of the 
potential energy of a state of a system to its kinetic energy, the problems 
involve two quadratic forms defined by two positive semidefinite matrices A
and B, as in the Rayleigh quotient 
x'Ax 
X" Bx  ' 
which is stationary at x iff (A - AB)x = O. In engineering applications the 
eigenvalue A usually represents some kind of vibration. As far as the actual 
computations are concerned, iterative techniques like the basic power algo- 
rithm, inverse, or Rayleigh-quotient iteration are applied to solve (1.2); see 
e.g. Parlett [23] (1980). It will be illustrated in the framework of MDS in 
Section 2, and in the broader context of fitting linear relationships discussed 
in Section 3, that various modifications or extensions of the classical data 
analysis methods lead to some type of nonlinear eigenproblem 
A(x)x  = AB(x)x,  (1.3) 
where the matrices A(x) and B(x) actually depend on the vector x. Examples 
can be found in Hiiussler [10] (1984) in the context of robust discriminant 
analysis, in Meyer [18] (1991) for extensions of correspondence analysis to 
three- and higher-way tables, in Osborne and Smyth [21] (1987) for rational 
fitting, in Osborne [20] (1975) for exponential fitting, and in Watson [30] 
(1985) for the total approximation problem. Apparently, the nonlinear eigen- 
vector approach to solve (1.3) has been proposed quite independently b  
various authors. Besides a review on matrix methods and algorithms in metric 
multidimensional sealing, the nonlinear eigenvector approach will be intro- 
duced and motivated in Section 2 in the context of fitting/p-distance matrices 
and compared with the usual majorization approach. In Section 3, this 
algorithm will then be contrasted with the closely related iteratively 
reweighted least squares algorithm in the general context of fitting a linear 
model using more robust/p-norms a approximation criteria. A generalization 
to models with errors in the variables also naturally gives rise to a problem of 
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type (1.3). The general steps to show global convergence of the proposed 
nonlinear eigenvector algorithms will be stated. Though revolving around the 
entries of the matrices A(x) and B(x) in each specific application, the major 
mathematical tools from matrix algebra and convex analysis used in the 
convergence proof will be extracted to make them readily accessible for other 
potential applications. 
2. MATRIX APPROXIMATION AND ALGORITHMS IN MDS 
The overall objective of metric MDS may be formulated in the following 
general way encompassing most MDS techniques: Given a symmetric matrix 
m ~ A n = {A ~ ~n×n,  A = (~i j ) ,  ~ij = ~ji ~ O, ~ii = 0,  i , j  = 1 . . . . .  n} of 
nonnegative dissimilarities 6ij between n objects O x . . . . .  O n, find a repre- 
* in a metric space sentation of these n objects by a configuration x* . . . . .  x n 
(2,  d) such that 
~b(A - D(~)(X * ) )  = inf ~b(A - D(*) (X) ) ,  
X~,~ 
(2.1) 
where X = (x l . . . .  , x n) and D(s)(x) = (dS(xi, xj)) for some specified power 
s ~ N. The actual optimization problem (2.1) therefore depends on 
(1) the metric space (~, d). 
(2) the power s of the fitted distances dS(xo xj) and 
(3) the approximation criterion ~b. 
In many MDS applications the main goal is to explore the dependence 
structure between the objects. To this end, a representation i a k-dimen- 
sional Euclidean space with some low embedding dimension k = 1, 2, or 3 is 
a natural choice, as it allows for a graphical display of the fitted configura- 
tions. By a visual inspection of the point cloud one might then detect sets of 
homogeneous or heterogeneous objects, clusters, functional dependencies, or
outliers. 
Surveying the mathematical literature on metric MDS, one can classify 
the techniques into three different procedures according to a particular 
combination of the three criteria above: classical, squared-distance, and 
weighted least-squares scaling. 
2.1. Classical Scaling 
This is the oldest and most often applied MDS technique. Its special 
merits are the existence and uniqueness of solutions in closed form, which 
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can be easily calculated, and the nestedness of successive solutions for 
increasing embedding dimensions. As shown for example by Meyer [17] 
(1991), the approximation problem of many multivariate descriptive statistical 
analysis methods, such as principal components, canonical correlation, dis- 
criminant, and correspondence analysis, can be seen as a classical scaling of 
an appropriately defined distance matrix. This reflects the central and inte- 
grating role of MDS among multivariate statistical methods. 
Classical scaling is characterized by the choice of the k-dimensional 
Euclidean space R k endowed with the Euclidean metric, i.e., (~o~, d) = (R k, 
I1" 112), d (x ,y )  = I~x - yl12 = {E~=a(X i  - y~)2}1/2, and s = 2, so that squared 
Euclidean distances are fitted to the given dissimilarities. 
A configuration of n vectors x 1 . . . . .  x, ~ R k will be represented by a 
matrix X = (Xl , . . . ,x,) '  ~ R "×k. As Euclidean distances between any two 
vectors x,, xj are invariant w.r.t, translation, reflection, and rotation of the 
whole configuration, instead of R "× k we will consider the quotient space 
R"×k/~ of equivalence classes of n × k matrices, where an equivalence 
class IX] comprises all n × k matrices Y that can be obtained from X by 
translation, reflection, and rotation. These considerations lead to the follow- 
ing 
DEFINITION 2.1. X and Y ~ R "× k are equivalent, X ~ Y, iff there exists 
an orthogonal matrix V ~ ~(k)  and a vector b ~ R k such that Y = XV + lb'. 
The class [X] := {Y ~ R n×k; Y ~ X} is called a k-dimensional Euclidean 
configuration. 
For 1 ~< k < n - 1 the cone of Euclidean distance matrices of embed- 
ding dimension less than or equal to k is defined by 
.~(]) = {A = (a~j) ~ Rn×n ~]X 1 . . . . .  X n E ~k  w i th  
% = (x ,  - - v i , j}  
= {A ~ Rnxn; 3X E ~nxk 
A -- -2XX' + (XX' o In ) l r  + II~(XX' oIn) ). 
where o denotes the Hadamard product of two matrices, 
AoB := (aqb, j) l¢, , ,  ' l¢j,k" 
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Let E, = I ,  - (1 /n )1 I  denote the centering matrix, and ~L the Loewner 
ordering on ~nxn i.e., A ~L 13 iff B -  A is positive semidefinite. The 
following lemma is just a reformulation and extension of Sehoenberg's 
theorem [27] (1935): 
LEMMA 2.2. Let ~yX?hol denote the subspace of symmetric n x n 
[~ ;B=B,B I= matrices with zero diagonal elements, and ~ -~ {B ~ ,x ,  
• II~nXn I 0}. The transformation ~'.U~ym,ho I ~ ,  ~(A) = - ~E,,AE. is an isomor- 
phism with inverse transformation 
~'-I(B) = -2B  + (e° In ) l I  + I I (Bo I . ) .  
Furthermore, 
and D (2) : l~"×k/~ ---> ~] ) ,  D(2)([X]) = -2 /0 [ '  + (XX 'o I , ) l l '  + 
lr(XX'  o I , )  is one-to-one. 
The following lemma is straightforward to prove. 
n×n Dn×n LEMMA 2.3. Any norm ~ on R~y m ~b(A) = 0(~-(A)) is a norm on u.,,~m,hoi. 
Considering the Frobenius norm ~(B) = IlBllz = (B'B) 1/z as in Mardia 
[13] (1978), the following approximation result on classical scaling can be 
stated: 
THEOREM 2.4. Given A ~ A, ,  let r (A )= Tdiag(All j. . . . .  h/~l)T' de- 
note the spectral decomposition of r(A) with T -~ (tl . . . . .  t~), T 'T  = I , ,  
and )~ll >~ "'" >~ A[,I" Let x + := max{x, O}. For 1 <~ k <~ n - 1 define 
B(~) := T diag( At~ 1. . . . .  At~ 1, 0 . . . . .  0) T', 
with T k = ( t  1 . . . . .  tk ) .  
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Then 
q~(A -- A[,~)) = min  ~b(A - A ) ,  
A ~-.~(~) 
O(~-(A) -- B~)) = min ~b(~-(A) - B), 
B E.~(k) 
~b(A - D(z'(X~k,)) = min q~(A -- D¢2)(X)). 
[X]~R-×k/~ 
So the actual problem of classical scaling is reduced to approximating a 
doubly centered, symmetric matrix by a positive semidefinite matrix of rank 
~< k, i.e. (1.1) with .,~ = ~(k). This approximation was shown to be simultane- 
ously optimal w.r.t, all orthogonally invariant norms by Mathar [14] (1985). 
Moreover, by considering roup-induced preorderings as well as preorderings 
induced by maximal invariant functions, this result was extended to hold 
simultaneously w.r.t, all real-valued loss functions that are increasing in a 
certain matrix preordering; cf. Mathar and Meyer [15] (1993). 
Thus in classical scaling, the squared dissimilarities themselves are not 
fitted directly, but first the dissimilarity matrix A is doubly centered, i.e., pre- 
and post-multiplied by the symmetric and idempotent matrix En, and the 
transformed matrix is approximated by an inner-product matrix. 
2.2. Squared-Distance Scaling 
In contrast to classical scaling, the loss function of squared-distance 
scaling is defined directly on the distance, not on the inner-product matrices: 
~b(A - D(a)(X*)) = inf qb(A - D(2)(X)), 
X~ '~ 
(2.2) 
where ~b is the Frobenius norm. No explicit solution to this problem is known 
so far. However, (2.2) may be conceived as an approximation problem in the 
Hilbert space of real symmetric n × n matrices: 
II A - D* 112 = inf II m - DI l l ,  (2.3)  
D ~--~(~) 
the set ~(~) being characterized by Schoenberg's theorem. This is not a 
convex optimization problem, though, as ~(~) is not convex. Various algo- 
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rithms have been proposed to solve (2.3); e.g., the program ALSCAL (Takane 
et al. [29], (1977) uses an alternating least-squares approach, where just one 
coordinate is changed at a time, the others being treated as fixed. Browne [3] 
(1987) adopts a penalty-function approach and uses a gradient method to find 
a local optimum. Initial steps have been taken by Hayden et al. [11] (1991) 
towards determining the global solution by characterizing the cone of Eu- 
clid~an distance matrices. 
An interesting approach by cyclic projections, combining matrix algebra 
and convex analysis, is given in the special case k - -n  - 1 in which the 
constraint set ~",_ 1) is convex since the rank condition is eliminated. The 
solution to the convex minimization problem (2.3) is then given by the 
classical projection theorem; however, no closed-form expression for the 
projection onto ~(~_ 1) is known. But ~("~_ 1) = ~'1 ¢q ~2 is the intersection 
of two closed convex cones 
~l={A=(aq) ;a i j=a j ,>~O,a ,=O, i  = 1 . . . . .  n}, 
~2 -- {A-- (aq)" 1 O} , - ~E .AE .  ~L 
the projections onto which are known, again based on the spectral decompo- 
sition of the doubly centered issimilarity matrix. As shown by Gaffke and 
Mathar [8] (1989), the projections of a given symmetric matrix A onto ~1 and 
~'2 are given by 
P (A I~I )  = (b, j ) l , , , j ,  . 
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In classical as well as squared-distance scaling, squared distances are 
fitted, which is not expected to be robust, as large distances dominate the 
determination of the optimal Euclidean distance matrix. A loss function 
operating directly on the unsquared istances is the weighted least-squares 
loss function, discussed in Section 2.3. Furthermore, as the Euclidean metric 
is but one special choice from the class of L-metrics, p/> 1 (which includes 
the important city-block metric for p = 1, ~he Euclidean metric for p = 2, 
and the dominance metric for p = oo), fitting general Minkowski metrics will 
be considered in Section 2.3. 
2.3. Weighted Least-Squares Scaling 
For some fixed p >/1 consider the minimization of the so-called stress 
loss function 
= w, j [  6,j - (2.4) 
i , j= l  
with 
f (~=l ]x t -  yl]P) I/p, 1 ~ p < oo, 
dp(x, y) 
~maxlCt~klxt - yll, p = ~, 
for given nonnegative, symmetric weights W = (wq) that allow for a differen- 
tial weighting of the accuracy of the dissimilarity measurements 6q as well as 
for missing data if wq = 0. This is a matrix approximation problem of the 
form (2.1) with s = 1 and ~b(A) = (~;'qjwija2ij) 1/2. As the /p-norms are no 
longer orthogonally invariant for p 4= 2, we define that two k-dimensional 
/p-configurations X and Y are equivalent, X ~ Y, iff there exists a vector 
b ~ •k such that Y = X + lb'. From now on, we will represent a configura- 
tion by an N = nk-dimensional column vector x = (i] . . . . .  ~) '  obtained by 
stacking the columns of X = (Xl . . . . .  xk) one underneath t e other. For ease 
of notation, instead of [x] ~ R" /~ , we will just consider a representative x 
from the corresponding equivalence class, w.l.o.g, a configuration which is 
centered at the origin. 
Again, (2.4) is an optimization problem in a finite-dimensional Hilbert 
space, but ~b is not convex, so not every local minimum is a global minimum 
and we can't apply the characterization theorem of convex optimization as in 
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squared-distance scaling for k = n - 1. Furthermore, ~b is not differentiable 
everywhere; therefore the usual gradient-based methods are not rigorously 
applicable. 
One very general scheme for function minimization is the majorization 
algorithm (cf. De Leeuw [5], 1988). Suppose a function q~(x) in a finite 
Hilbert space ,,~ is to be minimized. In the majorization approach this 
complicated function ~b is replaced by an auxiliary function g(x, y) of two 
arguments which, for fixed y, is easier to minimize than 4) and has the 
following two properties 
(1) ~b(x) ~< g(x,y) Vx, y ~X,  
(2) qb(x) = g(x, x) Vx ~ X. 
The algorithm 
Xn+ I = argming(x, Xn) 
x~,V 
yields a decreasing sequence of function values {~b(xn)} n ~ N, as the so-called 
sandwich inequality ~b(xn+ 1) ~< g(x,+ 1, x,)  ~< g(x,, x n) = ~b(x~,) holds for all 
x~, n ~ N. If the function ~b is bounded below, the sequence of function 
values should converge to a local minimum; however, little can be said in 
general about the convergence behavior of the configurations {x,}. On the 
other hand, global convergence can be shown using the nonlinear eigenvector 
algorithm as introduced and explained in the sequel. 
The loss function (2.4) is easily seen to be the difference of two convex 
functions 
~b(x) = 
i,j=l i,j=l i,j=l 
s2(x) - 2r(x) + const, 
and using the fact that r(x) and s2(x) are nonnegative, positively homoge- 
neous, and convex, this unconstrained minimization problem is equivalent to 
the constrained convex maximization problem of finding a vector Xma x such 
that 
r(Xmax) = sup r(x), (2.5) 
x ~_.~el(s2 ) 
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where _~l(S 2) = {x ~ RN; s2(x) ~< 1} denotes the level set of s ~. Maximiza- 
tion of a convex function relative to a convex set is in a completely different 
league from convex minimization. There may be several local maxima besides 
the global maximum, but as .~l(S z) is compact, we know that the supremum 
is attained at an extreme point. Although there is no characterization theorem 
as in convex minimization, in general one can derive at least necessary 
conditions for a maximal solution in terms of subgradients. 
DEFINITION 2.5. An element x* ~,g~is called a subgradient of a convex 
function f at x ~ X if 
f (y )  >~f(x) + (x*,y - x) Vy ~.  
The set of all subgradients of f at x is called the subdifferential of f at x and 
is denoted by c~f(x). 
The subdifferential is a nonempty, closed, bounded convex set for any 
finite convex function f. If f is differentiable atx, the subdifferential consists 
of just one element, the gradient of f at x. Thus, the concept of subdifferen- 
tiability generalizes the notion of differentiability. 
LEMMA 2.6. I f  r(x) attains its maximum w.r.t. -Sal(s ~) at x . . . .  then 
there exist A > O, x* ~ dr(Xma x) and y* ~ C~S2(Xmax) such that 
x* = Ay* and S2(Xmax) = 1. (2.6) 
Proof. Suppose r(x) = maXyE.~l(S~ ) r(y)and x ~.E~l(s2). For any x* 
c~ r(x) the subgradient inequality ields 
0 >I r(y) - r(x) >/ (x*,y - x> Vy ~.2~1(s2), 
i.e., x* is a vector normal to -Sal(S 2) in x. As inf r < r(x), cgr(x) does not 
contain the zero element, which implies that x* is nonzero. By Theorem 23.7 
of Rockafbllar [26] (1970) the normal cone to .~l(s 2) in x is the closure of the 
convex cone generated by c~s2(x), which yields the assertion. • 
Of course, if x* and y* were linear functions of x . . . .  then a generalized 
eigenproblem would have to be solved. In general, (2.6) is a system of 
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nonl inear equations which may be solved iteratively using some standard 
numerical method such as a variant of the Newton algorithm or a penalty 
method. But in the special case of/p-scaling, handy matrix notation comes to 
good use. With the somewhat tricky equality x'Ax = - -~_.~,jaij(x i - x j )  2 
that holds for all x ~ R N and for any ga-matrix, i.e. any symmetric matrix A 
with AI = 0, the functions r(x) and s2(x) can be written as pseudoquadratic 
forms r(x) = x'R(x)x and s2(x) = ½x'S(x)x with block-diagonal matrices 
R(x) = bloekdiag[R,(x) . . . . .  Rk(x)], 
S(x) =blockdiag[Sl(x ) . . . . .  Sk(X)], 
and the g-matrices on the lth block Rt(x) = (r~J)(X))l.<i,j,~ n and St(x)= 
(Sf J ) (X)) l~i . j¢n defined for 1 ~< p < oo by 
r(J)(x) = -2wi ja , jd l j -P (x ) lxa  - xjtl p -z  if i ~=j, 
s~J)(x) = -4wi jd~-P(x ) lx  a - xj~l p -2  if i ~=j, 
and for p = oo by 
r~(;)(x) = -2w, jS ,  j~.l.m<,,,x)lx a - xjt1-1 if i =/=j, 
( z ) (  x _ - sij, ) = -4w, jd ,s(X)6t . , , , ( , , , . . ) lx , t  xfll 1 if i * j ,  
where m(xi, x ) = min{s ~ {1 . . . . .  k}; Ix,s - x/~l = maxl ,~z,~klx a - Xstl}, 
and 6"ls = 1 if l = s and 0 otherwise. Moreover, x* = R(x)x and y* = S(x)x 
are subgradients of r(x) and s2(x), respectively, so that the necessary 
conditions (2.6) for a maximal solution at x can be expressed as 
•(x)x = XS(x)x and s2(x) = 1. (2.7) 
The very form of (2.7) is reminiscent of a generalized eigenproblem. 
Note, however, that the matrices 1~ and S depend on the vector x. Yet, one 
might conceive (2.7) as a nonl inear  e igenproblem and take advantage of the 
similarity to a generalized eigenproblem in devising an algorithm for the 
solution of this nonlinear system of equations. 
The basic ideal of the nonlinear eigenvector approach is quite simple. 
One proceeds iteratively, starts with some arbitrary vector x0, fixes the 
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matrices R(x 0) and S(x0) , and solves an ordinary generalized eigenproblem, 
i.e., one finds the eigenvector x I corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of 
R( 0)xl = as( 0)xl with = 1. 
Then the matrices are updated to give R(x 1) and S(xl), treated as fixed, and 
another eigenproblem is solved, and so on until this procedure--hopefully 
--converges. 
In each iteration step of the preliminary version, an ordinary generalized 
eigenl~roblem has to be solved. As far as the actual computations are 
concerned, this is done iteratively using another numerical procedure such as 
the power method or inverse iteration (cf. Parlett [23], 1980). Hence, the 
above algorithm is actually composed of an outer and an inner iteration 
process, in fact a two-level algorithm. The rapid convergence of inverse 
iteration--i.e., in step m for fixed matrices R(x m) and S(x m) we iterate over 
1 ~ ~ with Y0 chosen arbitrarily: 
and set 
S(Xm)y/+ 1 = ]~(Xm)y / 
yz+l  = yt+l/s(yl+l), 
--suggests performing just one step of the inner iteration in each outer 
iteration step, which yields the following very simple one-level algorithm, 
where just a system of linear equations has to be solved in each iteration step. 
It is termed the nonlinear eigenvector algorithm, as its rationale is based on 
the solution of a nonlinear eigenproblem by iteratively solving ordinary 
eigenproblems: 
Step 0: 
Step m + 1: 
Choose some x 0 ~ R N 
Solve S(xm)x = R(x~)x~, 
i.e., Xm+ 1 = S + (Xm)I~(Xm)X m 
Set Xm+ 1 = Xm+X/S(Xm+l) 
(2.8) 
where A ÷ denotes the Moore-Penrose inverse of the matrix A. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let the sequence {xm} m E N0 be defined by (2.8). Then if 
p ~ [1, 2]: 
(i) r(Xm+ 1 ) ~ r(x m) for all m ~ N o. 
(ii) The sequence {xm} m ~ No contains convergent subsequences, and each 
subsequential limit x* /s an eigenvector f the nonlinear eigenproblem (2.7). 
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A detailed proof of global convergence, i.e. convergence from an arbitrary 
starting configuration, to a solution of (2.7) for p ~ [1,2] was given by 
Mathar and Meyer [16] (1994). Here, only an outline will be given, extracting 
the elementary steps for other potential applications. 
As a first step, one shows that the sequence {r(xm)} m~ ~ is increasing. The 
chain of inequalities 
r(Xm+ ,) (1) * 1R(xm)Xm = (Xm,Xm+l)  = Xrn + 
(2) 
= ~x, ,+ lS (x ,~)xm+ ~ ( a a normalization constant) 
(3) 
>~ 2 ot 
(4) 
OlXm+ lS (Xm)X m 
(5) 
= Xmn(Xm)X m = r (Xm)  
hinges on 
(i) the subgradient inequality for the convex functions r(x) and s(x) to 
show inequalities (1) and (4), and 
(ii) the difference-quotient i equality: for a, b ~ • (b 4:0 if p < 2) 
{~<0 if 1~<p~<2, 
la lP- lb lP-~plblP-Z(aZ-b2) >>.0 if 2~<p<~,  
which is easily shown by defining c = a/b and using the fact that the 
difference quotient of the convex function h(p).'= cV is increasing (cf. 
Theorem 23.1 in Rockafellar [26], 1970). 
~(m+l) Here, the crucial difference-quotient i equality (ii) is applied to a = ~it 
-xJ/~+l) and b=x~) -x )?  ) for each i , j , l  individually. Subsequent 
summation and application of the arithmetic-geometric-mean inequ~ity then 
yields (3). Equalities (1) and (5) stem from the definition of x m in (2.8). In a 
second step, one can show that there exists a subsequence of {x m} which 
converges to a solution of (2.7) by using 
(i) compactness of .2~1(s2), 
(ii) continuity of R(x) and S(x), and 
(iii) the fact that two consecutive elements x m and xm+ 1 are equal iff x m 
already satisfies (2.7), i.e., xm = Xm+l ¢* I~(Xm)X m = /~X(Xm)X m. 
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Thus, in general, this algorithm can be used to find the minimum of the 
difference of two positively homogeneous, convex functions or the maximum 
of a convex function r(x) relative to the level set of another convex function 
s(x), as long as these functions can be expressed as pseudoquadratic forms 
and the subgradients have the form R(x)x or S(x)x, respectively. The conver- 
gence proof in a specific application then hinges on establishing inequality 
(3), to which end the difference quotient inequality might be the key. 
A link to the majorization algorithm should be pointed out. Subgradients 
can also play an important role in the majorization approach if the function ¢ 
to be minimized is convex. As the subgradient x* of ¢ at x satisfies 
~b(x) ~< 4'(y) - (x* ,y -  x) Vy ~,¢T¢, 
the function g(x, y) = ~b(y) - (x*, y - x} defines a linear majorization func- 
tion. 
As already pointed out in the introduction, the nonlinear eigenvector 
algorithm is feasible for solving a much broader class of optimization prob- 
lems in the data-fitting context, more specifically in fitting models with errors 
in the variables. Besides the usual least-squares criterion, an/p-approximation 
criterion (1 ~< p < 2) is quite often used if one is interested in robust 
solutions. As the errors-in-variables models are closely related to the classical 
linear model, it is worthwhile to contrast and compare respective algorithms 
for fitting the classical inear model w.r.t, the lp-norm. 
3. ALGORITHMS TO FIT LINEAR MODELS 
One of the most thoroughly studied problems in data analysis is that of 
fitting a linear model--say a linear combination of given basis functions 
~pj(x), j = 1 . . . . .  k, with ~P0(x) = 1--to observations yi taken at points x i, 
i = 1, . . . ,  n. As the observations are subject o measurement errors, they are 
modeled as random variables, decomposed into a deterministic linear and a 
stochastic term: 
k 
y, = E aj j(xi) + ei, i = 1 . . . . .  . ,  (3.1)  
j= l  
with stochastic errors ei; in matrix notation, 
y = Xa + e with X = (g)(x,)) , , j  ~ ~,×k. 
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Least-squares or maximum-likelihood estimation (when assuming indepen- 
dent and identically normally distributed errors with zero means as in the 
classical linear model) leads to the minimization problem 
I~ - Xall~ = ~ ( y, - x',a) 2 ~ min , 
i= l a~Rl '  
where x~ denotes the ith row of the n × k design matrix X, the solution 
being easily obtained by the classical projection theorem. However, interest 
in estimates which exhibit a certain resistance to isolated gross errors and 
wildly inaccurate data directed attention to/p-norms as approximation criteria 
fo r l  <p  <2:  
I~ - Xallp p = ~ l Y, - x',al p ~ min . 
i=1 a~R'~ 
The well-known iteratively reweighted least-squares algorithm for the calcu- 
lation of the best linear /p-approximation proceeds by iteratively solving 
weighted least-squares problems. The underlying idea is easily disclosed by 
rewriting 
ly, - x,,alp = ~ ly, - x ;a lp -~(  y, - x',a) ~ = E w,~a) (y ,  - x;a) ~ 
t=1 i=1 i=1 
So the following algorithms suggests itself: in step m + 1 minimize 
E~=lwt(amXy~ - x'ia) 2 for fixed a m over a ~ Rk; that means, with W(am)  ----- 
diag(wl(a m) . . . . .  Wn(am)) , solve 
x 'w(a jx~ = X'W(am)y. (3.2) 
Of course, for p = 2 just one step has to be carried out. Without further 
refinements, though, the algorithm (3.2) is in general not convergent. For 
p >I 3, a modification which uses a specific onvex combination of the a m and 
the new solution b m of (3.2), i.e. 
am+l  
1 
[(p - 2)a~ + bin], 
1 P 
was proved to be convergent by Fletcher et al. [7] (1971). Similarly, when 
using a convex combination am+ 1 = ~am + (1 -- ~)b m and incorporating a 
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line search procedure over ~ ~ [0, 1], the algorithm was shown to be globally 
convergent by Chalmers et al. [4] (1983). In the special case p = 1, linear 
programming techniques can be efficiently applied (cf. Barrodale and Roberts 
[2], (1973). 
For 1 < p < 2, the line search is unnecessary and convergence of the 
basic iteration (3.2) was proved by Watson [31] (1988) on a more abstract 
level, clearly subsuming the discrete case considered here. It is interesting to 
note the tools for the convergence proof for 
THEOREM 3.1. Let ( f l ,~  ¢, /z) be a measure space and SaP = 
SaP(~, ~¢, tz) the Banach space of all I~-equivalence lasses of p-summable 
real-valued functions on f~ and for 1 < p < 2 the norm for f ~SaP defined 
by Ilfllp = (f~lfl p dlz) 1/p. Let ~ be a compact convex subset of Sa p not 
containing O. Given gm ~ ~, define gm+ 1 E ~" as the minimal solution to the 
problem 
W(g~, g) ~ min, (3.3) 
ge~' 
where W(g~, g) = f~lgmlP- 2g 2 dlz. If W(gm, g) is continuously Gateaux 
differentiable with continuous derivative at gin+ 1, then the sequence {g~}m ~No 
converges to the unique best SaP-approximation from ~ of 0 for any 
arbitrary go ~ ~. 
In a first step, it is established that Ilgm+lllp ~< Ilgmllp with equality iff 
gm+l = gm, using the difference-quotient i equality applied to a = gin+ 1(x) 
and b = gin(x). Subsequent integration and strict convexity of the .~q~P-norms 
then yield the assertion. In a second step, compactness of ~" and continuity 
of the Gateaux derivative of W(gm, g) is needed to ensure that each 
convergent subsequence converges to the best SaP-approximation. 
The underlying assumption in (3.1) is that the errors in the data are 
confined to the observations Yi. In many situations, though, e.g. in economet- 
rics, also the values ~pj(x~) may be incorrect or subject to measurement 
errors, giving rise to the so-called errors-in-variables model 
k 
y ,= Za j [~ j (x , )+E, j ]  +e, ,  
j= l  
or in matrix notation 
y= (X+E)a+e.  
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Under suitable assumptions on the error structure, maximum-likelihood 
estimation leads to a reduced-rank matrix approximation problem (cf. Ander- 
son [1], (1984): 
ItZ - GII2 ~ min  (3 .4 )  
G~ Rnx(k+ 1), rankG~< k 
with the matrix Z defined by Z := E,[X,y] ~ R "×¢k+1> and tt" 1t2 denoting 
the Fr~benius norm. The solution has been well known since the work of 
Eckart and Young [6] (1936)"and can be derived from the singular-value 
decomposition of ,-,k + 1 . . . .  = z~i=lat~lu,v~ where A/11 >/ "" >t Atk+l I and u~uj = v~ 
~ij. The minimum is attained at 
k 
Gmin = E /~[ i ]u iv~ = Z - ZVk+ lVk+ 1" 
i=1 
For an extension of this rank-approximation result to orthogonally invariant 
norms see Mirsky [19] (1960); for an even wider class of loss functions 
encompassing the orthogonally invariant norms see Mathar and Meyer [15], 
(1993). The reader is referred to Golub and van Loan [9] (1980) for a detailed 
analysis of the numerical solution. 
Furthermore note that fitting errors-in-variables models falls into the 
framework of classical multidimensional scaling. For the squared Euclidean 
distances between the k + 1-dimensional rows of the augmented matrix 
IX, y] are simply approximated by squared Euclidean distances of embedding 
dimension k. 
But what can be said about he more robust approximation with respect to 
an /p-matrix norm IIAllp = (Y'-i.jlaijlP) 1/p not included in the class men- 
tioned above, i.e. 
IIZ - Gllp ~ min ? (3.5) 
G~ Rnx(k+l); rankG ~ k 
Reflecting upon the fact that the vector vk+ 1 from the solution of (3.4), i.e. 
the special case p = 2 of (3.5), is the eigenvector corresponding to the 
smallest eigenvalue of Z'Z which satisfies 
IlZvk÷lll~ = min IlZvll~ = min v'Z'Zv, 
VE~ k+l  V~ k+l  
it is not surprising that Osborne and Watson [22], (1985) showed the 
reduction of the matrix approximation problem (3.5) to a vector-norm ini- 
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mization problem. Their result is restated in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let 1 ~< p ~< o0, 1/p  + 1 /q  = 1. I f  ~ solves 
IlZvllp ~ min (3.6) 
Ilvllq = 1 
and ¢v ~ o ~l~llq and G = Z - ZCCv', then 
IIZ - Gllp = min IIZ - GIIp. 
rank G ~< k
Note that (3.6) is not a convex minimization problem, as the set {v ~ •k+ 1; 
v'v = 1} is not convex. Osborne and Watson [22] (1985) propose a descent- 
type algorithm to solve (3.6) for p = 1. Watson [30] (1985) considered the 
case 1 < p < 2 and proposed a nonlinear eigenvector approach, the idea of 
which is easily seen by rewriting 
I~Zvll~ ~ .'v p-2, , ,2 = i tz iv)  , 
i=1  
k+l  
IMIq q = E Ivilq- 2( v,) 2, 
i=1  
and defining 
A(v) := Z' diag(Iz'lvl p-2 . . . . .  IZ'nVl p-2) Z, 
B(v) diag(tvllq-2,, q-2 := . . ,  Ivk+ll ). 
Then (3.6) becomes 
v'A(v)v --* rain 
v 'B(v )v  = 1 
which is amenable to the nonlinear eigenvector algorithm. Watson [30] (1985) 
proved global convergence again using the difference quotient inequality, 
convexity of the/q-norms, and continuity of A(v) and B(v). 
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4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
For many of the classical multivariate data analysis methods, the solution 
to a generalized eigenproblem 
Ax = ABx 
plays an important role. Examples include classical multidimensional scaling, 
fitting errors-in-variables models, discriininant analysis, and correspondence 
analysis. Certain extensions, generalizations or modifications of these multi- 
variate techniques lead to solving a system of nonlinear equations, which can 
be expressed as a nonlinear eigenproblem of the form 
A(x)x = AB(x)x. 
As examples, we discussed weighted least-squares scaling with /p-distances 
and robust/p-estimation n the errors-in-variables model, and we referred to 
applications in robust discriminant analysis (cf. H~iussler [10], 1984) and 
multiple correspondence analysis (cf. Meyer [18], 1991). This is certainly not 
a complete list of potential applications of the nonlinear eigenvector algo- 
rithm, but it provides examples where its global convergence has been 
established. Of course, no general convergence proof is possible, as conver- 
gence properties depend on the entries of the matrix functions A(x) and B(x). 
However, important, interchangeable tools for the convergence proof have 
been pointed out. There still remains considerable scope for future investiga- 
tions, for instance concerning acceleration fconvergence and the incorpora- 
tion of this nonlinear eigenvector algorithm for finding local optima in a 
superior scheme for global optimization. 
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